CIRCUS PARADE WILL OPEN FROLIC FRIDAY

PLANS COMPLETE AS DAY NEARS FOR GIANTIC DISPLAY

Custom Demands Old Clothes
Be Worn to Classes on Closing Day

AUTO RACE NEW FEATURE

Friday, all Fall Day, will be a real show on the Avenue of the Technical College. Everything is being done on the Avenue of the Technical College in Northampton to make this afternoon a real one, and at this late hour note and interest are still growing. With the parade on its way from Walker to Tech and on the way to the Armory, there are Orrin H. Danielson and George Field of the Armory and two others.

Auto Race As An Addition

Permission has been obtained to use the Avenue of the Technical College as a motors course for the afternoon in the Armory. The race will begin at 3 o'clock, and will continue until 4:30. The field of the race will consist of 30 or more automobile racers. The prize will be a gold cup.

APPOINT ARCHITECTS FOR AERO BUILDING

Firm of Coolidge & Carlson

As an indication that the Aeronautical Building will soon be a reality, it is announced that the architects for the new project have been appointed. It is understood that the architects will be Coolidge & Carlson, the firm of architects well known in the field of aeronautics.

NORTHAMPTON SHOW TICKET SALE BEGINS

Tickets for the Northampton performance of the Tech Show, which will be given on April 1, have been placed on sale this week at the Statler. The price of the tickets is $1.50. The Statler has announced last night. It has been announced that no members who wish to go to this performance purchase their tickets from the Statler. The box office of the Statler, in order to have tickets available for those who wish to purchase them.

The price schedule will prevail when the Statler offices are open. The box office is located on Main Street.

The ticket sales will begin at 8 o'clock.

WHAT DO YOU KNOW About Things In General?

Author of Today's "What Do You Know?" Queries

1. Name six activity secretaries in closed.
2. Why is the third floor of Walker closed off when in use?
3. Who runs Walker?
4. From what species of animal or reptile did the famous fur coat always seen in the red-lined rubber automobile seat come from?
5. How does THE TECH manage to make so many typographical errors in each issue?
6. What is the anchor man of the chess team?
7. What member of the Institute Committee is so well known that he never loses a game?
8. What is the leading feature of Technology's Junior Week?
9. Name one lesser known University in Cambridge.
10. What should be the unofficial song of the Institute?
11. Give the name of a city service or place in Cambridge that recently covered the Institute?
12. What animal or reptile did the famous fur coat always seen in the red-lined rubber automobile seat come from?

PHILIPPUS '00

M.I.T. A.E. ELECTS WILLARD J. SLAGLE AS NEW PRESIDENT

Donald E. Perry '28, Former Crew Manager is Vice-President

SOMMS MADE SECRETARY

New Officers to Assume Duties

At Next Meeting of Association

At the regular meeting of the M.I.T.A.E. yesterday, Willard J. Slagle '28 was chosen as the next president of the Association, Donald E. Perry '28 was elected vice-president, and Fred W. Sommers '28, secretary.

The new officers are as follows: President, Willard J. Slagle; Vice-President, Donald E. Perry; Secretary, Fred W. Sommers.

Strict Training Is Essential To College Football

Author of Second Article of Series Comments Sport With Crew

When considering the possibilities of a football team, one of the possibilities which must be surmounted is the question of physical fitness. Football is an example of a business partnership being ready in the making, and will be sub-

How to Make Your Resume Stand Out

To make your resume stand out, you need to highlight your achievements and skills. Use bullet points to list your responsibilities and accomplishments, and tailor your resume to the job you are applying for. Include relevant education and certifications, and proofread your resume carefully.

1. What characterizes spring-on the bank dances resemble something seen in the
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